Abstract-the present universities are deploying IPv6 campus network actively, protecting the existing investment and equipment need a gradual transition process safely. In order to achieve the fast communication between IPv4 /IPv6 hybrid network ， a BRT three-dimensional interchange system is proposed. By introducing kinds of technologies and communication solutions in this paper, the system is realized by building the BRT IPv6 channel in Dual-stack network， and finally designed that achieves the network fast intercommunication in IPv4 and IPv6 hybrid campus network, as well as resolves IPv6 occupying IPv4 communication channel in dual-stack network to increase the network burden question. Index Terms-dual-stack, NAT-PT, three-dimensional interchange, BRT fast channel, network burden
I. INTRODUCTION
IPv6 is a mature standard at present, migration to IPv6 within a very short period would require a world-wide IPv6 addressing application, the installation of IPv6 protocol on every router and host, both and modifications of all existing applications to run over IPv6. It is inevitable to deploy IPv6-based networks on a large scale. The challenge currently is to push IPv6 deployment into the universities in the academic networks. The most delicate issue of deploying IPv6 on campus network is to build an IPv6-capable network, but to realize the full IPv6 network that must consider the existing network resource in setting up the network process.
From the IPv6 experiment network to a wide range of IPv6 network application is gradually transited. Lowspeed transition model Such as the original ISATAP tunnel, Configuration Tunnel already can't satisfy the growing IPv6 access demand, so the Dual-stack access network and comprehensive IPv6 campus network have become an irreversible trend.
At present, the realization of IPv6 campus network includes Access Realization and Internal Realization two parts. Among them, IPv6 Access Realization is access to IPv6 network on the education network through existing IPv4 network, achieving to access the world network resources; IPv6 Internal Realization is able to access IPv6 internal applications through a network mechanism in the campus network.
In the analysis original IPv4 network's foundation, this paper carries the plan on the IPv4/v6 network from basic service, intercommunication technology, considering the campus network's internal network and the exterior network situation, in the original equipment's foundation, we realize the comprehensive IPv6 deployment and the promotion to Three-dimensional Interchange campus Network. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces IPv6 basic service, Section III presents intercommunication technology solutions, Section IV describes comprehensive deployment scheme, and Section V discusses Pure IPv6 network deployment. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. IPV6 BASIC SERVICE

A. Address Assignment
Address Allocation is the first consideration question on IPv6 evolution process. IPv6 address can be divided into experiments address (3ffe: prefix), commercial address (2001: prefix) etc. IP address planning mainly involves the use of network resources and convenient and effective management; IPv6 address can distribute the address space of 64bit IPv6 prefix. It has two kinds of way, one way is IP address representation of the prefix + interface identifier; Another way is use the prefix to present DNS through cancelling interface identifier's way.
In the stage of IPv4/v6 coexist, DNS server is suggested Double protocol configuration, and provides IPv4 and IPv6 network users' queries; for the pure IPv6 network, it forwards queries to Dual-stack server.
For an Anycast service which is connected to IPv6 networks, using IPv6 address auto-configuration scheme which does not need the address duplication detection. When an Anycast mobile member moves it can keep the existing communications with its corresponding nodes to continue providing the Anycast services.
B. Routing Service
On the IPv6 campus, it adopts dynamic routing with RIPng and BGP4+ agreement, and the node routers set up the default routing to aggregation layer equipment of the higher level, while the core layer and the aggregation layer routers can be point to network equipment at the lower level with polymerizing address by block. Specific IP address planning and partition should consider the requirements of the network development. Different stages, IPv4 network address and gateway is different from IPv6 network.
C. DNS
Using sub-interface technology of DNS server configures one IPv6 address and two IPv4 addresses in one network card (one of IPv4 addresses is designated as IPv4 address of IPv6 DNS server). Domain Name Server is proposed allocation of Dual-stack that it can provide IPv4 and IPv6 network users' query.
Building IPv6 network, it needs update DNS server to support IPv6, which can record AAAA records. DNS domain name service's main function is to realize the mapping of Host Name and IP address. IPv4 and IPv6 can share the unified domain name space, which correspond to more IPv4 and IPv6 address, and use the inverted tree structure.
In IPv6 transition stage, by joining AAAA, IPv4 domain configuration environment requires that DNS server can resolve IPv6 address, and PC points to IPv4 DNS. IPv6 domain configuration environment also requires that can add AAAA type IPv6 address and resolve IPv6 addresses, PC pointing to IPv6 network structure is clear, and can use the dynamic routing protocols including RIPng, BGP4+, ISISv6, and OSPFv3. For the large scale campus network, routing distribution protocol should be considered with dynamic routing protocol.
IPv6 network mainly adopts BGP4+ agreement to achieve the best routing protocol choice, more protocol support, and self-control system alliance, routing filtering, smooth reboot and aggregation etc. Function. The node routers need set Default Route to the convergence layer equipment, but convergence layer and core layer equipment can gather the address and pointing to the next level network equipment.
The above service is IPv6 network of the most basic service, and also realizes the basic functions that IPv6 network can realize the interconnection and intercommunication.
III. INTERCOMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
The various stages of IPv6 and IPv4 network intercommunication must be taken into account from IPv4 to IPv6 transition process. (2) NAT-PT technology Network address/protocol conversion mechanism and protocol Technology, also is abbreviated as NAT-PT, named transparent conversion mechanism, which transforms two kinds of different protocol message to corresponding directly, so as to achieve the purpose which IPv4 and IPv6 can communicate each other. The transition gateway as two kinds of different protocol communication's intermediate equipment carries on address translation (NAT) between the IPv4 and IPv6 networks, and also carries on translation between the IPv4 and IPv6 packets header format and its corresponding semantic translation (PT) simultaneously. Providing the transparent route between IPv4 and IPv6 nodes is the effective solution that pure IPv4 and pure IPv6 network can intercommunicate.
NAT-PT in IPv4 and IPv6 networks provides transparent routing, and converses directly the corresponding fields reported from the data in two different protocols in order to make the two of them interpenetration, which is an effective way to solve the communication between the pure IPv4 and pure IPv6 network. Therefore, we can realize the interconnection between IPv4 network and IPv6 network through NAT-PT gateway. However, some network protocols store the address information in the packet while the NAT-PT mechanisms can't get the information in it unless through the help of ALG. To achieve basic communication between the two networks, it is essential to the support of Application Layer Gateway (ALG) such as DNS-ALG, FTP-ALG and SIP-ALG etc. In addition, DNS-ALG is the key point to achieve the interoperability between IPv6 and IPv4 single-protocol network node.
(3) BRT Interchanges Network Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) mode is a elevated interchanges network which mainly realizes IPv6 and IPv6 high speed communication in hybrid network. This solution builds elevated BRT IPv6 rapid channels to solve IPv6 big flow problems between IPv6 experimental network and double-stack network. BRT Interchanges Network mode still uses the three, three and two network structure, namely the Core Layer and Convergence Layer are three layer switches, Access Layer is two layer switches.
In a network with IPv4/v6 mixed network, pure IPv4 network, and pure IPv6 network, IPv4/v6 mixed network and pure IPv6 network realize the high speed communication via the BRT IPv6 channel. The Threedimensional interchanges network reaches the rapid communication between IPv6 and IPv6 through IPv4 network, namely for pure IPv6 network across an IPv4 network and IPv6 network in the other end of the IPv4 network also can realize the communication using a BRT high speed IPv6 channels, pure IPv4 network and pure IPv6 network realize the communication using NAT-PT or IVI, as in figure 1. BRT Three-dimensional Interchange Network realizes mutual communication, and solve "download" a large number of data to affect network speed, and due to the presence of IPv6 to affect IPv4 network speed problems.
D. IVI Technology
IV is four and VI is six in Roman, and IVI was improved on basis of SIIT (stateless IP/ICMP translation technology) and NAT-PT technology. For IVI technology, using special IPv6 address and IPv4 address realize mapping and stateless address translation, which supports IPv4 and IPv6 launched communication. With IVI, it makes IPv6 separating a small part of address as the IVI address, and goes on the address mapping of one-to-one or one-to-more, directly in a IVI gateway to find IPv4 and IPv6 mapping address, and realizing IPv4 address reuse and communication between IPv4 hosts and IPv6 host. IVI gateway doesn't need DNS to lookup IPv4 and IPv6 mapping relation, but passes through one-on-one mapping finding the corresponding address. IVI technology supports multicast modes, and can realize Reverse Path Forward mechanism, and its corresponding ALG, and the establishment of DHCPv6 server implements of stateless address conversion, so it can realize completely communications during IPv6 network and IPv4 network. At present this scheme is already implemented in some colleges and universities.
IV. COMPREHENSIVE DEPLOYMENT SCHEME
A. Original IPv4 Deployment Scheme
School's IPv4 network construction has begun to take shape, in the protection of the existing network investment, our school access to the Zhengzhou University IPv6 experimental platform on Henan Education Network through the tunnel way. Xuchang University through the main nodes of North China connect to CERNET, because there is no direct line with the CERNET2, so using the fiber or
The original campus network multi-export router equipment implements Netcom and education network access LAN(Local area network) at the same time; Gateway is a server equipment which achieves the communications during network, meanwhile, it can provide filtering, conversion and security features; flow control device is GM-AFM 12000, GM-AFM is a high performance Application Layer network traffic analysis and control products; BD-12804 is network core switches, and Network Center and Activity Center (dormitory) are SB4008 switch models; Convergence Layer network uses three-tier network equipment for each Department, Family Area, Dormitory to provide network services. That is the original campus network topology in Figure 2 . tunnel mode to connect CERNET2, then can visit the world IPv6 network resources. At present, the transition technologies have Dual-stack, Network Address Translation technology (NAT-PT) or IVI and BRT in our school, which adopt above-mixed methods achieving IPv6 deployment on the whole campus network. Dual-stack mode deploys IPv4 and IPv6 protocol both on the campus backbone equipment, making the network node to support two kinds of protocol simultaneously. At the same time, it makes switch support IPv6 protocol and relies on IPv6 DNS equipment building the pure IPv6 network environment, the devices with NAT-PT or IVI implement IPv4 and IPv6's interconnection and intercommunication, which solves the pure IPv6 network and IPv4 network intercommunication.BRT realizes IPv6 and IPv6 high speed communication.
B. IPv4/v6 Hybrid Networks Deployment Scheme
Xuchang College IPv4/v6 mixed Network has the overall structure for dual-stack and three-tier exchange. We propose using the three-tier switch as a core Dualstack equipment, aggregation layer using Dual-stack mode to link up the campus network through several different levels of high-end routers and switches, if aggregation layer devices use ordinary IPv4 switches, all on IPv6 packets are handled by Core layer without aggregation layer. The primary campus implementation is the access and distribution layer devices to support IPv6 protocol, and IPv6 routing and forwarding must be performed in Core layer and distribution layer hardware. For IPv6 clients can access IPv4 server, but can't be upgraded to dual stack, we should use NAT-PT or IVI mechanism.
In the basic of original campus network, startuping IPv6 function of the core department make support dualstack. The core equipment of campus network BD-12804C supports the Dual-stack and other function, IPv6 function actived on BD-12804C becomes Dual Stack equipment. The various convergence departments which some support IPv6 function, and some don't support. Convergence for supporting IPv6 can be formed hierarchical IPv6 network, at this time, it needs activate Convergence three-level switch's IPv6 functions. Convergence for not supporting IPv6, IPv6 packets are treated by the core equipment through the VLAN across the Aggregation layer directly, using BD-12804 gateway function, not through the Convergence three-layer switches to communicate. When the IPv4/v6 campus network is implemented, the routing access program is applied to the Access layer and Aggregation layer configuration, simultaneously actualizing the IPv6 route on the Core level and Aggregation level's hardware. While on the hardware of the Core layer and Aggregation layer implement IPv6 routing.
School original SB4008 switches do not support IPv6 network, ensuring all users accessed IPv6 networks, to replace the original equipment SB4008 for dual-stack switches. Currently the core switch BD12804 implements IPv4 and IPv6 Dual-stack functionality, by which all IPv6 users on campus network can access CERNET2. BD12804 Dual-stack core switches bear the exchange jobs between IPv6 and IPv4 network, BD12804 switches and IPv4/IPv6 distribution switches connect by Trunk technology. The pure IPv6 network is connected to this core equipment by NAT-PT equipment, which realizes IPv6 and the IPv4 network intercommunication.
With regard to the existing users, we install IPv6 protocol on their machines, different operating systems use different installation methods, and set the networkcentric allocation's IPv6, DNS, routing address respectively. Such completes the user's transformation job, and fulfills the access successfully at two different network protocols.
Faculties, Research Departments and quarters can access IPv4 and IPv6 dual-stack protocol through buildings' switches on the existing campus network. School is currently all the users which can use the IPv6 protocol.
Separately IPv6 or IPv4 protocol users to access the network, the use of static routing connects with the external network. When the user uses IPv4 applications, it realizes IPv4 connection via the campus network with CERNET Network. When the user employs IPv6 application, the Network is the link with CERNET2 through IPv6 routing.
C. Pure IPv4 Network and Pure IPv6 Network Incommunication
In order to better test and research IPv6 protocol, the design implemented a pure IPv6 network. Building pure IPv6 network, the core technical subject includes three parts, first it has built IPv6 application server group on the IPv6 network, the second is to connect the IPv6 campus network and the core network CERNET2, and finally followed by the IPv4 to IPv6 transition seamless. In CERNET2, the IPv6 Source Address Validation Architecture (SAVA) is used, to enhance the Internet with IP source address validation. Software and hardware platform and IPv6 routing equipment build the pure IPv6 network environment, testing IPv6 address allocation, and IPv6 dynamic address management, setting up IPv6 network resources, and IPv6 network users provide access services for IPv4/v6 network, eventually realizing IPv4 and IPv6 network secure communications.
(1) NAT-PT mode The school network through Quidway NetEngine 80E core router which support NAT-PT, IPv6 routing protocols, and MPLS network protocol etc. function implements interconnection and intercommunication between IPv4 and IPv6 network.
If one side of the network in NAT-PT gateway is hybrid network, it will appear communication problems of the same protocol in NAT-PT two sides. This paper combines NAT-PT and ALG to realize IPv4 and IPv6 network communication, to solve the communication of different protocols in NAT-PT two sides. Meanwhile, it uses the BRT interchange network to resolve the same protocols communication in NAT-PT two sides.
At present our university uses two NAT-PT equipments between IPv4 and IPv6 network. Two equipments placed in two places respectively. In the campus during pure IPv6 network and internal pure IPv4 network placed NAT-PT equipment, realizing the communication between internal pure IPv6 network and IPv4 network. Between the external network and the internal network placed NAT-PT equipment can realize the communication between pure IPv6 network and external network.
In order to realize the IPv6 network and IPv4 network communication, the use of dynamic address mapping, and address pool method, combined with NAT-PT and ALG to achieve the communication, which includes DNS-ALG, FTP-ALG, SIP-ALG and other applications in the application layer gateway. In IPv4 network, DNS server for IPv4 hosting provides domain name service. IPv6 network is similarly configured DNSv6 server for lPv6 hosting to provide domain name service. For generating the address selection problem, through programming on the NAT-PT gateway rule, when message is sent, it goes along protocol selection, in order to achieve the appropriate address preferentially. If two sides of NAT-PT gateway use different protocols, automatically enabling NAT-PT gateway to protocol translation, implementing the communication for the different protocols; if two sides of NAT-PT use the same protocol, directly through the NAT-PT gateway, do not enable address conversion and protocol translation, and needs modify the DNS-ALG module to achieve the same protocol's communications. Of course, you can use the BRT elevated interchange network to realize the communication for the same protocol. The entire campus schemes in figure 3 . For better research the communication, the experiment network takes an IPv4 and IPv6 network for example; the NAT-PT device loads IPv4 and IPv6 double protocol stacks, two protocols are used as interfaces for connecting the pure IPv4 and pure lPv6 network. In IPv4 network, we configure PC, DNS server; DNS server provides domain name service for IPv4 host. In IPv6 network, we do the same thing and this server provides domain name service for IPv6 host. • Campus Network IPv6 address space is 2001:250:4809::/64. Among them, the Network Center address range is divided into the Server network segment, interconnection and management network segment, and their addresses for sixty-four prefix address.
• Each unit node address which is the regional network address serves for the sixty-four prefix. In order to improve the use and management efficiently, planning IPv6 address in accordance with the University departments to partition VLAN, each VLAN address partition in accordance to network bit with 64-bit, as in TABLE I.
• Network Center uniformly distributes and manages IPv6 address on campus network, and provides directory services such as WEB, FTP, IPTV basic services.
• Our school sets up a number of IPv6-based applications and services, and provides IPv6 technology research and IPv6 testing platform. The NAT-PT network topology structure is shown in figure 5 .
Enabled NAT-PT function at a router, and configured class E address pool, enabled ALG function. Then the class E address pool provides the mutual mapping for In order to improve the efficiency of the domain name resolution, it needs to make configuration of DNS server according to the use of IPv6 site. If the site is oriented to access to IPv6 network, treat IPv6 DNS server as the main DNS server, set the PRIFIX_IPv4_DNS as the secondary DNS server. Thus the most DNS query messages will directly communicate in IPv6 network without through the NAT-PT gateway. When the domain name resolution For the problem of protocol selection in the existence of hybrid network, considering the three ways above and the best selection scheme, simultaneously paying attention to make some correction records at IPv4 network and IPv6 network DNS server. cannot get IPv6 address, then enable the secondary DNS server; go to IPv4 DNS server through NAT-PT gateway to look for the domain name. When the site is oriented to access to IPv4 network, just exchange the main and auxiliary address of DNS server, this can also improve the query efficiency.
What's more, it resolves the ALG problems such as FTP-ALG, SIP-ALG and so on, in the process of implementation, realizes the communication of the current hybrid network and resolves the loading balance problems in experiments.
(2 IVI technology is a improve technology with SIIP and NAT-PT technology. In IVI, IVI gateway with address conversion and ALG function to realize the hybrid network intercommunication.
In large-scale IPv6 network, it needs to use at least two IVI gateway equipments. IVI gateway is placed between the external network and the school Dual-stack core switch, realizing the campus network and external network communication. The other IVI gateway placed between pure IPv6 network and mixed network in campus network, make the network to establish route relationship, so as to realize the interconnection between the mixed networks.
In order to facilitate the automatic distribution IPv6 address consistent with the requirements of IVI, we need to configure a DHCPv6 server to automatically obtain IPv6 address; at the same time, ensure the original IPv4 and IPv6 DNS configuration to realize domain name resolution of two network address, and can achieve the communication between IPv4 and IPv6 network finally.
1) When the host of IPv6 network to the host of IPv4 network sends out requesting the communication, DHCPv6 server automatically obtain an IPv6 address, and from the IPv6 DNS server to obtain a corresponding IVI IPv6 address, the address routing to the IVI gateway device, when the IVI IPv6 source address and destination address pass IVI gateway, in the gateway these addresses are converted to IPv4 address identified by the IPv4 address, and then forwarded to the IPv4 network. When the address is returning, in IVI gateway the source address and destination address are converted to IVI IPv6 address, forwarded to the IPv6 network, thus realizing IPv6 host to IPv4 network access.
2) When the IPv4 host accesses IPv6 network, in IVI gateway IPv4 address is converted into IVI IPv6 address, and then forwarded to the IPv6 network. When the address is returning, the source address and destination address in IVI gateway is converted to identify the IPv4 address, forwarded to the IPv4 network, thus realizing the IPv4 host to IPv6 network access.
V. PURE IPV6 NETWORK DEPLOYMENT
A. BRT Realizing
IPv4/v6 hybrid, pure IPv6 network to realize communication through BRT high-speed IPv6 channel, as shown in Figure 7 , in which the dotted line is the BRT elevated IPv6 channel for IPv6 and IPv6 communication, the solid line part can direct the communication for IPv4 and IPv6 network. BRT elevated channel unified converge at three layer switches in the campus network's outlet. Pluralities of core switches consist of a ring, respectively connected to different LAN, and use a separate server group for pure IPv4 or IPv6 network, and the hybrid network uses Dual-stack server group. To the larger flow of protocol in the IPv6 network entrance, in order to prevent the network burden and network speed problem caused by the Dual-stack protocol, we put forward a kind of IPv4 /IPv6 and IPv6 network communication system solutions--BRT elevated interchange network, namely established the BRT elevated fast network channel during IPv6 gathering switches and the core layer three switches between the pure IPv6 network and the hybrid network, through rapid IPv6 tunnel solving IPv6 flow problems of the future network. The use of VLAN Trunk technology in IPv6 convergence switch built IPv6 fast tunnel, which causes IPv4 and IPv6 protocol separate, the IPv6 protocol directly from the BRT elevated IPv6 channel to communicate around IVI or NAT-PT gateway, so as to ensure the original IPv4 network speed, and accelerate the speed of IPv6 communication.
BRT elevated interchange network suitable for the school network, but also suitable for wide area network and part of enterprise network. In school network, the core network as a ring network, the external network can be a hybrid network, pure IPv4 network, pure IPv6 network, as shown in figure 8, 
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper explains several existing and new IPv4 / IPv6 interchange technology, combined with the actual situation of campus network. Meanwhile the warranty does not affect the existing IPv4 network normal application, through the core equipment, gathering equipment gradually upgrade to IPv6's process, which put forward a safe IPv6 transition scheme.
The planning and deployment of the IPv4/v6 network, setting up the entire IPv6 network successes, which provide a good test platform for IPv6 related technical research.
Based on the realization of IPv4 network and IPv6 networks communication, this system put forward mixed network and IPv6 network communication rapid solution -BRT mode, the scheme has run IPv6 speed quickly, low investment and so on, to solve the IPv6 in dual stack network occupying IPv4 channel, and increasing the network burden, affecting network communication question, so as to achieve the IPv6 fast communication without affecting IPv4 communication situations. The scheme will be likely to use as a kind of important mode of the next generation of Internet development process.
